TASK One

Pre-reading Activity
Think about mystery stories and poems that you have already read or listened to and
films with elements of mystery that you have watched.
What ingredients (features) do you expect to find in the mystery story that you are about to read? Put your ideas in
the text boxes below. Add more boxes if you need to. When finished compare your ideas with a partner.

Mystery
stories

TASK TWO
Thinking about the sense of place, work
with a partner to complete this task.

b) Why does the writer want the reader to
recognise:

First sighting of Rookwood School

• the size of the place?

The car slid through a pair of enormous gates. Beside them were
pillars topped with rooks in flight, their wings spread wide and
claws grasping at the air.

What words or phrases do you think emphasise this?

(Chapter 3 )

A long drive snaked its way up to the school, through a cloak
of trees ...
Rookwood School loomed over me, huge and imposing. The
bright green trees that lined the drive looked lost in the gloom of
the building. The walls were stone – the highest parts blackened
by years of chimney smoke. Dark pillars stretched towards the
sky ...and crenellations framed the vast slate roof.
It looked like a castle or a prison.
(Crenellations - looks like battlements (castle walls with
regular spaces along the top)

a) Does the writer want us to like or dislike
the place? Give a reason for your response.

• that a real sense of atmosphere surrounds the school?
What words or phrases do you think contribute to this?

TASK THREE (a)

Making deductions, reading between the lines, about the main characters
As you read the novel try to add more details to the two columns on Scarlet
and the two columns about Ivy

• Scarlet •
Ivy tells us a lot of facts about Scarlet

Scarlet ‘bold and brash and outgoing’ was always
the favoured twin. To be loved by everyone was
Scarlet’s ‘destiny’.
Scarlet could easily have been jealous of Violet.
‘She had always been one for riddles.’
Scarlet was ’full to the brim with life’.

Some other things we can work out from
Scarlet’s actions, her diary extracts and
other people’s reactions to her

Teachers and other students seem suspicious of
Scarlet. She seemed to have gained a bad reputation.

TASK THREE (b)
We need to make more deductions about Ivy, although she does tell us a bit about herself

• Ivy •
What Ivy tells us about herself

We need to make more deductions about Ivy
We can work out some more detail from
Ivy’s actions and other people’s reactions to
her.

I was ‘the weaker version of my sister’.

Ariadne sees her as a good friend and an exciting
girl to be with.

I was ‘shy, clingy Ivy’. I was my sister’s shadow.

At the end of your reading share your findings with a partner.
Do you think Ivy’s view of her twin sister is completely accurate? Explain your thinking.

TASK FOUR (a)

With a partner work on the graph below
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To begin this work you first
of all need to discuss how
you both feel about Ivy
and Scarlet in each of the
situations taken from the
novel that are presented in
the boxes.

When you are ready to
create your graph, to
show low sympathy in
any of the given situations
for either of the twins
you need to put your X
or O on the number 1
line in the square linked
to the situation you are
discussing.

High sympathy is shown
by line number 3.
For some situations you
may feel the twins both
deserve the same amount
of sympathy, but other
situations could show you
identify much more with
one of the sisters showing
you feel they deserve more
sympathy than the other
one.

Finally join your crosses to
create a line and then your
circles to create a second
line.

Your Level of sympathy

Key
X - Ivy
O - Scarlet

Looking at your result do
you empathise with one of
the twins more than the
other? Why do you think
that is? (Write your answer
on the next page.)

3
2
1

Ivy is unexpectedly
summoned to
Rookwood School.
Scarlet switched
results so that she
wins the scholarship
to Rookwood school
herself.

Ivy believes her twin
sister is dead.
Scarlet relies entirely
on her sister finding
and reading her
scattered diary if she
is to be saved.

Ivy in role as her sister Ivy fights Penny
is bullied and treated viciously on the roof
badly by Nadia and
tops.
Penny.
Scarlet in anger
Violet and Penny treat smashed Miss Finch’s
Scarlet badly.
piano and makes sure
Penny gets the blame.

Significant moments in the story

Ivy stands against
authority and takes on
Miss Fox.
Scarlet is imprisoned
in an asylum.

TASK FOUR (b)

Looking at your result do you empathise with one of the twins
more than the other? Why do you think that is?

TASK FIVE (a)
Diary Writing

Either: Write your own diary extracts, written in a chatty informal style using the first person ‘I’,

based on some
of your own school highlights – you plan to hide this secret diary hidden in a disused locker knowing it will not be
found for many years.

Or: Write some extracts of Scarlet’s diary written at Rosemoor Asylum for Young females.
To help set a sense of place if you are writing as Scarlet (80 years ago) as a prisoner in an Asylum, look at the rough
map Scarlet could have managed to draw based on what she can see from her tiny room, other rooms she has been
taken to and sounds that she could have heard.
To write in Scarlet’s informal style, if we look at her earlier diary writing whilst at Rookwood School we see:
• She opens with ‘Dear Diary’.
• She writes in the past tense.
• She regularly includes questions especially about the way she is treated: ‘why don’t they feel sorry for me?’, ‘what might
she do to me ?’
She does admit to her worst actions:
• ‘I have done something terrible’ and how she is ashamed and sorry afterwards.
• She includes conversations she has had with others.
• She uses insults, like describing a French mistress as a ‘sour-faced old biddy’, and Violet as ‘the brat’.

Write your diary or extracts from Scarlet’s Asylum diary on the next page

TASK FIVE (b)
Diary Writing

Write your diary or extracts from Scarlet’s Asylum diary here.
Dear Diary,

TASK SIX (a)

Mystery Story Writing
Here is some more developed thinking about what can be found in a mystery story
(some of these points may overlap with your earlier ideas).
a) Tick any number of the ones you agree with and add more to the list if you can.

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

The story needs to move along briskly
It is effective if main characters are isolated in some way
Writers often reveal that characters are scared
Writers build anxiety in the minds of readers
Unanswered questions may surround one of the characters
Best friends are often included, because the main character needs someone to talk to

☐

Main characters struggle with problems they encounter and dealing with them often involves the need to
break rules or act in unusual or unacceptable ways

☐

Suspense builds as danger approaches

☐

The creation of a sense of place is very important in the story. A reader should really be able to visualise where
the action takes place.

☐
☐
☐
☐

Secrets and misunderstandings are often included

TASK SIX (b)

Mystery Story Writing
b) With support from the points on the previous page, use the following line, taken
from ‘Ivy and Scarlet, The Lost Twin’, to open your own mystery writing scene.
Then in no more than 500 words either produce an entirely new opening to a story or a scene from the middle
of a story.

The key fitted the lock. I turned it and it popped open. I looked back at my friend... her eyes were wide with fear...

